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ABSTRACT 
The level of flare present in a 0.3-NA EUV optic (the MET optic) at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory is measured using a lithographic method. Photoresist behavior at high exposure doses makes 
analysis difficult.  Flare measurement analysis under scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and optical microscopy is 
compared, and optical microscopy is found to be a more reliable technique.  In addition, the measured results are 
compared with predictions based on surface roughness measurement of the MET optical elements.  When the fields in 
the exposure matrix are spaced far enough apart to avoid influence from surrounding fields and the data is corrected for 
imperfect mask contrast and aerial image proximity effects, the results match predicted values quite well. The amount of 
flare present in this optic ranges from 4.7% for 2 µm features to 6.8% for 500 nm features. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Roughness (also known as finish errors) on the optical surfaces of higher spatial frequency than aberrations leads to non-
specular scattering of light.  The high-spatial frequency roughness will scatter light out of the image, reducing the 
throughput, while the mid-spatial frequency roughness (spatial frequencies in the 1/mm to 1/µm range1 will scatter light 
within the field of view.  This phenomenon is known as flare (also called stray light), and in general it leads to a reduced 
aerial image contrast and therefore a reduced process window.  The amount of flare present in an optical system is most 
often expressed as a percentage of the light in the clear field that appears in the dark areas.  While the flare for DUV 
lithography tools has been reported to be about 2-6%2,3 the flare in early EUV lithography tools has been shown to be as 
high as 20-40%4.  Production EUV lithography tools will need to achieve a flare level of less than 10% in order to meet 
CD control requirements5. 
The total integrated scatter (TIS) is defined as the ratio of the non-specular scattered power to the reflected specular 
power when light is incident on a surface.  The TIS is given by6 
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where Ps is scattered power, R is the reflection coefficient, Pi is incident power, P0 is specular reflected power, σs is the 
standard deviation of the surface roughness, θi is the angle of incidence, and λ is the wavelength of light illuminating the 
surface.  As Equation 1 shows, TIS is proportional to 1/λ2.  Therefore, as the wavelength of illumination is decreased in 
an effort to increase resolution, the flare will increase dramatically for the same amount of optical surface roughness7.  
This places strict requirements on the optical finish quality. 
The amount of flare at a given point in the field is also dependent on lens traffic which is set by the local pattern 
density surrounding that point (points with more absorbing layer surrounding them have lower flare and vice versa) and 
the proximity to the field edge1,5. Therefore, the flare may vary significantly across the field, and this variation can lead 
to unwanted critical dimension variation.  Therefore, some form of mask compensation may be required, possibly in the 
form of field-dependent CD resizing8 or the use of dummy patterns to make the pattern density more uniform5. 
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Several techniques have been developed for measuring and predicting flare in normal-incidence multilayer optics at 
EUV wavelengths, including angular scattering measurements9,10, knife-edge measurements11, predictions from surface 
roughness measurements10-12, interferometric methods13,14, and resist-based lithographic methods4,15. 
In order to investigate issues related to EUV lithography, a static micro-field exposure tool based on a 0.3-numerical  
aperture (NA) Micro-Exposure Tool (MET) optic and operating at a wavelength of 13.5 nm has been installed at the 
Advanced Light Source, a synchrotron facility at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory16-18.  The MET optic is 
composed of two multilayer-coated reflective elements and has a NA of 0.3, comparable to the value expected for first-
generation EUV production tools, and a field size of 600 µm × 200 µm at the wafer.  The flare in this optic was 
measured using a lithographic method described in Section 2.  Measurement analysis in a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) and in an optical microscope is discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.  The measurements are then 
compared with flare levels predicted from surface roughness measurements in Section 5, and conclusions are presented 
in Section 6. 
2. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 
The flare in the MET optic was measured using a lithographic technique derived from Kirk’s method19.  This method 
has been used previously to characterize other EUV optics4, and uses simple cross patterns of varying size placed in an 
otherwise bright field.  The full field layout for the flare experiment is shown in Figure 1 while a closer view of the cross 
patterns is shown in Figure 2.  Wafers were coated with a 125 nm thick layer of Rohm and Haas EUV-2D photoresist, 
and both post-application bake (PAB) and post-exposure bake (PEB) were performed at 130 °C.  The wafers were then 
exposed using the mask pattern shown in Figure 1 and annular illumination with σinner = 0.3, σouter = 0.7, and λ = 13.5 
nm.  Flare for a given feature size is then defined as the exposure dose required to clear the resist in the bright region 
(E0) divided by the dose to clear in the dark regions (Edark): 
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Figure 1.  Field layout used for flare measurement.  Field dimensions are 600 µm × 200 µm at the wafer. 
 
 Figure 2.  Cross patterns used for flare measurement.  Numbers indicate cross arm width in nm. 
3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS USING SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 
Flare measurements were initially performed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM).  However, this led to 
unexpected results.  As the exposure dose level was increased in an attempt to clear the resist in the cross patterns, the 
resist began to cross-link before the cross patterns disappeared.  In a positive resist, cross-linking occurs when the 
exposed areas receive a very high dose that causes the resist molecules to link together.  This cross-linking decreases the 
solubility of the resist relative to the unexposed areas, leading to a reversal of tone (i.e., a positive resist will behave like 
a negative resist when cross-linking occurs).  This is illustrated in Figure 3, showing the resist image of the cross 
patterns at a dose just below the cross-linking threshold, and Figure 4, showing the resist image at a dose just above the 
cross-linking threshold.  
 
Figure 3.  SEM image of cross patterns in Rohm and Haas EUV-2D resist at an exposure dose just below the cross-linking dose. 
  
 
Figure 4.  SEM image of cross patterns in Rohm and Haas EUV-2D resist at an exposure dose just above the cross-linking dose. 
 
These observations from the SEM initially led to the conclusion that the dynamic range of the resist used (EUV-2D) 
was insufficient to measure the flare in the MET optic, and that the maximum measurable level of flare was less than 
2%.  However, this did not agree with the predicted intrinsic flare value of approximately 6.5% made from atomic-force 
microscopy (AFM) and optical scattering measurements of the surface roughness in the optic (discussed in Section 5).  
Subsequently, AFM measurements of the wafer surface at a dose just below the onset of cross-linking (as shown in 
Figure 3) showed that only a very thin (1-2 nm) layer of resist “scumming” remained on the wafer in the unexposed 
areas.  Because of the difficulty in distinguishing resist patterns with full resist thickness, to patterns with only 
“scumming” in the SEM, it was determined that SEM analysis is an unreliable method for making flare measurements in 
resist, at least for the particular resist process used in this experiment. 
4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS USING OPTICAL MICROSCOPE 
The flare measurements were then repeated using an optical microscope (100× objective with differential interference 
contrast).  This analysis yielded very different results, as the cross patterns disappeared in the optical microscope well 
before the onset of resist cross-linking (the “scumming” seen in the SEM was invisible in the optical microscope).  
Therefore, the optical microscope may serve as a more reliable analysis tool for measuring flare. 
Across-field contour maps of the flare measurements made using the optical microscopes are shown for 500 nm, 1 
µm, and 2 µm features in Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7, respectively.  Only the left side of the field is shown, as 
across-field illumination non-uniformity made interpretation of the results impossible at the right edge of the field. 
 Figure 5.  Flare for 500 nm features measured using an optical microscope.  Only the left half of the field is shown, as 
across-field illumination non-uniformity prevented accurate measurements on the right side of the field. 
 
Figure 6. Flare for 1 µm features measured using an optical microscope.  Only the left half of the field is shown, as 
across-field illumination non-uniformity prevented accurate measurements on the right side of the field. 
 Figure 7. Flare for 2 µm features measured using an optical microscope.  Only the left half of the field is shown, as 
across-field illumination non-uniformity prevented accurate measurements on the right side of the field. 
5. COMPARISON WITH PREDICTED FLARE LEVELS 
In order to validate the lithographic flare measurements, comparisons were made between the measured values and 
predicted levels based on power spectral density (PSD) of the surface roughness in the optic,20 shown in Figure 8.  The 
PSD data was used to predict the flare in an isolated line within a 600 µm × 200 µm field.  The results of this prediction 
are shown along with the optical microscope measurements in Figure 9.  The measured values of flare are higher than 
the predictions by a factor of approximately two. 
Part of the apparent flare may be attributed to the non-ideal mask contrast (i.e., the absorber pattern has non-zero 
reflectance).  In order to determine the contribution of this effect, the in-situ dose sensor was used to measure the dose at 
the wafer plane with the illumination on both a large absorber area and a large multilayer reflective coated area. The 
ratio of the two dose measurements was 1%.  Therefore, the cross patterns used in the flare experiments will receive an 
extra 1% background dose just from reflectance from the absorber pattern.  This additional dose must be subtracted from 
the flare measurements in order to separate the contributions of flare and absorber reflectance.  In addition, aerial image 
proximity effects contribute to the apparent flare seen at the wafer in the form of reduced contrast.  These effects were 
simulated using aerial image modeling software along with lateral shearing interferometry measurements of the MET 
wavefront21 and found to be 2% or less for the feature sizes measured here.  The measured data was corrected for 
imperfect mask contrast and aerial image proximity effects, and the results are shown in Figure 10.   
Although the corrected measurements are closer to the predicted values than the raw measurements, there is still a 
significant difference between the two.  It was then theorized that this difference could be the result of relatively “long 
range” flare from surrounding fields in the focus-exposure matrix (FEM) on the wafer.  The flare from surrounding 
fields will have an additive effect upon the measured flare due to the dose integrating behavior of photoresist. 
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Figure 8.  Power spectral density (PSD) of surface roughness in the MET optic.  From E. Gullikson, LBNL20. 
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Figure 9.  Comparison of flare in the MET optic as predicted from PSD data and measured with optical microscope. 
  
A second experiment was performed to determine if the density of exposures within the FEM did in fact affect the 
measured flare.  The resist type, thickness, and processing parameters were all identical to the first flare experiment. 
However, in this case, the spacing of exposures within the FEM was changed from 100 µm in both the x- and y-
directions to 800 µm in the x-direction and 400 µm in the y-direction.  The limited area accessible on the wafer (due to 
stage movement range limitations) and the need to print at a few different focus steps in order to ensure good focus made 
it necessary to restrict the range of dose values in order to fit the exposures into the allowable area of the wafer.  The 
result of this restricted dose range was to limit the flare measurement to a single point within the field (variation in the 
relevant dose levels due to across-field illumination intensity non-uniformity caused the other points in the field to fall 
outside the restricted range).  The center point of the field was chosen, and the dose targeted accordingly.  The resulting 
flare measurements (made with an optical microscope) were then corrected for imperfect mask contrast and aerial image 
proximity effects.  These results are shown in Figure 11 and marked as “Isolated Field”.  These flare measurements 
agree very well with predicted values. 
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Figure 10.  Comparison of predicted flare (from PSD) with raw measurements (from optical microscope) and 
measurements corrected for imperfect mask contrast and aerial image proximity effects.   
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Figure 11. Comparison of predicted flare (from PSD) with raw measurements from optical microscope, measurements 
corrected for imperfect mask contrast and aerial image proximity effects, and “isolated” field measurements (also 
measured with optical microscope and corrected for imperfect mask contrast and aerial image proximity effects). 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The amount of EUV flare was measured for the 0.3-NA MET optic at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory using a 
well-known technique (Kirk’s method).  Analysis was attempted using both a scanning electron microscope and an 
optical microscope, and the optical microscope was judged to be more reliable due to photoresist “scumming” behavior 
at high exposure doses which make it difficult to evaluate when the resist pattern is effectively cleared in the SEM.  
Measurements were then compared with predicted flare levels based on measurements of the surface roughness present 
in the optic.  The raw measured data was found to be significantly higher than the predicted values (by roughly a factor 
of two).  However, when the experiment was repeated with widely spaced fields in the exposure matrix and the data 
corrected for imperfect mask contrast and aerial image proximity effects, the measured results match the prediction very 
well.  The amount of flare present in this optic ranges from ~5% for 2 µm features to ~7% for 500 nm features. Accurate 
measurement of the flare present in the MET system provides a benchmark for current EUV optics, and will also 
facilitate future research into methods for minimizing the effects of flare on desired circuit patterns. 
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